Join the PTI Buyer Working Group

To address the remaining implementation challenges for the PTI, the Leadership Council is calling on all buyers supporting the initiative to join the newly forming PTI Buyer Working Group.

Objective of the group is to address and make recommendations for:

- The use of hybrid pallet tags
- The best approach to roll out implementation with suppliers
- When and how to use EDI Advance Ship Notices (ASNs)
- Incorporating PTI implementations into mock recall process
- Overcoming challenges affecting PTI milestones 6 and 7

*The working group is expected to meet virtually and work for 2 hours each month reporting to the PTI Leadership Council. The group will begin meeting regularly starting in January 2013.

Who should join:

- Volunteers must be members in good standing of CPMA, GS1 US, PMA and/or United Fresh and work for a buyer company
- Interested candidates must be:
  - PTI project directors
  - Food Safety, Supply Chain, Warehouse Operations or Information Technology leaders responsible for PTI implementation at their buyer company
  - All others who serve in critical functions supporting PTI implementation for case-level traceability

How to join:

- Interested persons should contact Andrea Magnolo of GS1 US via email at amagnolo@gs1us.org with:
  - First and last name
  - Title
  - Company
  - Company phone number
  - Company email